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Naish is a company with a rich legacy of performance boardriding. Based on Maui, Hawaii, 

we are one of the world’s premier developers of windsurfing and kiteboarding products, with 

unparalleled experience in composite boardriding technology and construction. Naish has 

become a global leader in performance board sports—from founder Robby Naish and his 24 

World Titles in windsurfing and kiteboarding, to master designer/shapers Rick Naish and Harold 

Iggy, with their combined experience of over 90 years. From our young, dedicated international 

development team, to our team riders around the world. 

 

Although SUP is still a relatively young sport, Naish has been designing and building premium 

stand-up paddleboards since 2007.  With the most complete range of SUP’s and paddles in the 

business, we offer everything: entry-level recreational boards, professional race and touring 

boards, and an amazing line of wave boards that will take your riding to the next level whether 

you are new to the sport, or a seasoned competitor. 

 

Stand-up paddling is a truly unique sport that is here to stay. We are proud of our products, and 

we stand behind them. You can be sure that when you ride a Naish, you’re riding the best.
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Hokua Series

Stand-up Board
Product Selector

Nalu Series

11’6”
293/4” x 51/2”

231L

11’6” AST
293/4” x 51/2”

231L

11’4”
30” x 41/2”

180L

11’4” AST
30” x 41/2”

180L

10’6”
28” x 43/4”

153L

9’6”
28” x 43/8”

135L

9’0”
261/4” x 4”

120L

11’6” Gun
281/4” x 41/4”

143L

10’8” Gun
271/8” x 41/8”

138L

9’8” Gun
271/8” x 41/8”

130L

9’6”
291/4” x 43/8”

135L

9’0”
283/4” x 33/4”

125L

8’5”
28” x 33/4”

115L

8’0”
261/8” x 33/4”

95L

7’8”
291/4” x 41/2”

105L

7’3”
281/4” x 41/2”

100L

All-around longboard versatility

Performance shortboard-style

20



Glide Series

Mana Series

17’0”
263/4” x 53/4”

321L

14’0”
271/4” x 53/4”

269L

14’0” AST
271/4” x 53/4”

269L

14’0”
Javelin

261/8” x 61/4”
284L

14’0”
Javelin AST
261/8” x 61/4”

284L

12’6”
Catalina

275/8” x 63/4”
231L

12’0” AST
293/4” x 51/2”

218L

10’5” ASA
351/4” x 53/8”

251L

10’0”
32” x 43/4”

210L

10’0” AST
32” x 43/4”

210L

10’0” Soft Top
32” x 43/4”

210L

9’5”
31” x 43/4”

190L

9’5” AST
31” x 43/4”

190L

9’0”
295/8” x 4”

140L

Flatwater touring & racing

Short, wide & stable

21
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All-around longboard versatility

Nalu Series

22

Longboard style SUP’s that are easy to ride and offer outstanding performance in a wide range of conditions.
The Nalu series is the ideal choice for first time paddlers, flatwater cruisers, small wave surfers and high-
performance wave riders.

Nalu 11’6”
The Nalu 11’6” is the standard by which all other full 
sized SUPs are judged. This board is thick and stable, 
and surfs rail-to-rail like a much shorter board. Suitable 
for riders even above 200 lbs., the Nalu 11’6” features 
classic lines, unbeatable construction, and awesome 
all-around appeal.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood or AST
FIN SET-UP: Single

Nalu 11’4”
The Nalu 11’4” is the high performance sibling to the 11’6”. 
It is thinner and has more outline curve and rocker, with 
a one-plus-two fin setup. The 11’4’’ provides excellent 
all-around riding performance and effortless longboard 
style rail-to-rail carving. Its volume-to-width ratio also 
make it an ideal beginner board for lighter riders.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood or AST
FIN SET-UP: 2+1 or Single



11’6”
293/4” x 51/2”

231L

11’6” AST
293/4” x 51/2”

231L

11’4” AST
30” x 41/2”

180L

11’4”
30” x 41/2”

180L
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All-around longboard versatility

Nalu Series
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Nalu 10’6”
The Nalu 10’6”, with its single-con-
cave nose, double-concave center 
section and V–tail, is a one board  
solution for the middle-weight rid-
er up to 200 pounds. It has classic 
lines, great stability, and the size to 
handle everything from knee slap-
pers to double overhead surf.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood
FIN SET-UP: 2+1

Nalu 9’6”
While working with Dave Kalama, 
Harold Iggy created the Nalu 9’6” to 
bring his powerful longboard style 
of riding to the SUP world. The sin-
gle-concave bottom offers plenty of 
stability, while it’s narrower outline, 
rocker, and 3 fin thruster set-up de-
liver huge turning potential.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood
FIN SET-UP: 2+1

Nalu 9’0”
The Nalu 9’0” is the smallest 
board in the Nalu series. It has a 
high-performance single-concave 
shape that is a downsized version 
of the Nalu 9’6’’, with focus on rid-
ers under 170 lbs. Its compact size 
and shape make it an ideal choice 
for lightweights and girls, as well 
as experts.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood
FIN SET-UP: 2+1



10’6”
28” x 43/4”

153L

9’6”
28” x 43/8”

135L

9’0”
261/4” x 4”

120L
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Performance shortboard-style

Hokua Series
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The Hokua series combines shortboard surfing characteristics with the cutting-edge performance of 
modern SUP design. These boards excel at pumping down the line, tail slides and massive carving turns. 
Yet, they provide float and glide to maximize your ride.

Hokua 11’6” Gun
The Hokua 11’6” Gun is the ultimate 
SUP for serious big surf. The single-  
concave entry with a slight double- 
concave mid-section and V-tail, is 
combined with extra width in the 
nose area to help you get in early. 
The narrow pintail shape delivers 
the speed and control you need 
for going big. It is also good fun in 
small surf.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood
FIN SET-UP: Single

Hokua 9’6”
The 9’6’’ is an extremely popular, 
versatile shortboard-style SUP 
board. With its fast rocker, it can 
be ridden with either a quad or 
thruster FCS fin set-up. The wide 
nose facilitates nose riding, and 
its hybrid outline delivers an 
excellent balance of long and 
shortboard riding styles.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood
FIN SET-UP: 2+1 or Quad

Hokua 10’8” + 9’8” Gun
With the big wave success of the 
11’6’’ gun, we decided to add two 
smaller performance gun models 
to the range. These boards feature 
single-concave bottom shapes with 
an accelerated V out the tail making 
them easy to control at high speeds. 

The increased tail kick, at 8 inches 
from the tail, allows these boards to 
still turn loose and tight. The 9’8’’ 
was Kai Lenny’s choice during his 
winning performance at the Sunset 
Beach Stand-up Contest.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood
FIN SET-UP: 2+1



10’8” Gun
271/8” x 41/8”

138L

11’6” Gun
281/4” x 41/4”

143L

9’8” Gun
271/8” x 41/8”

130L

9’6”
291/4” x 43/8”

135L
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Performance shortboard-style

Hokua Series
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Hokua 9’0” + Hokua 8’5”
With the sport of stand-up paddling growing at a high 
speed, the development of performance SUP boards does 
not come to a stop. After setting the standard in short 
board style stand-up boards, we came up with two new 
designs that are poised to raise the existing standard.

Both boards combine a single-concave entry section 
in the nose area with a double-concave center section 
leading into an accelerated V out the tail. The increased 
tail kick allows these shapes to release off the top 
effortlessly while the center V-section keeps the shape 
loose and easy to steer during the bottom turn.

Unlike many other boards, the design of the 9’0’’ and 
8’5’’ does not require you to shift body weight over the 
rocker as much, resulting in a shortboard-style riding. 
Both boards also feature a newly introduced deck 
concave, making balancing easier.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood
FIN SET-UP: 2+1/Quad

Hokua 7’8” + Hokua 7’3”
The Hokua 7’3’’ & 7’8” lead the pack for stand-up boards 
designed for beach break surf conditions. While the clas-
sic SUP friendly breaks allow the use of longer boards 
with more momentum, these boards target the short and 
steep beach breaks that are common in many areas.

The shortness of the boards allow them to fit into these 
conditions better while delivering acceleration and tight 
turns. Due to its size we recommend the 7’3” model for 
riders up to 165 pounds with a high skill level. While the 
7’8” will perform for riders up to 190 pounds.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood
FIN SET-UP: 2+1/Quad

Hokua 8’0”
The Hokua 8’0” is an unreal small SUP board for progres-
sive groms, and ultra-light riders. With this board, the 
next generation will take the sport to a whole new level.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood
FIN SET-UP: 2+1



9’0”
283/4” x 33/4”

125L

8’5”
28” x 33/4”

115L

8’0”
261/8” x 33/4”

95L

7’8”
291/4” x 41/2”

105L

7’3”
281/4” x 41/2”

100L
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Short, wide and stable

Mana Series
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Mana 10’5’’ ASA
The Mana 10’5’’ ASA is a beginner board designed for 
flatwater. Its width and stability make it incredibly easy 
for people of all weights and sizes. The short length of 
the Mana 10’5’’ allows for effortless turning. It features 
ASA skin technology, which makes it extremely durable 
and the ultimate board for beginners, hotels, resorts, 
and beach rentals. No learning necessary, just stand up 
and paddle!

CONSTRUCTION: ASA
FIN SET-UP: Single

Mana 10’0’’ + Mana 10’0” AST
The Mana 10’0” is a fun board for small surf and 
people of all sizes. The Mana’s width and short length 
make stand-up paddling in waves easy to learn.  Its 
single-concave bottom shape and rocker profile set 
the standard in terms of stability and turning. These 
features make surfing simple and fun!

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood or AST
FIN SET-UP: 2+1

Mana 10’0’’ Soft Top
Featuring the same shape as the Mana 10’0’’ and Mana 
10’0’’ AST the soft top/ slick bottom construction offers 
everything a beginner needs. The embossed deck area 
provides sufficient grip and is very skin friendly. The 
3D rail protection makes this model resilient against 
damage caused by the paddle or any other hard objects. 
The slick bottom and soft fins provide additional safety 
for the rider and their surroundings. All of the protective 
features make the Mana 10’0’’ Soft Top the ideal choice 
for river runs as well.

CONSTRUCTION: Soft Top/ Slick Bottom
FIN SET-UP: Thruster Soft Fins

Stand-up paddling and catching waves has never been easier. These compact shapes offer great “throw-around” 
handling and outstanding stability.



10’5” ASA
351/4” x 53/8”

251L

10’0”
32” x 43/4”

210L

10’0” AST
32” x 43/4”

210L

10’0” Soft Top
32” x 43/4”

210L
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Short, wide and stable

Mana Series
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Mana 9’5’’ + Mana 9’5” AST
The Mana 9’5” is the smaller sibling to the 10’0’’. It’s an 
awesome first board for lighter riders in small surf or 
larger riders looking for superb wave performance with 
added float and stability.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood or AST
FIN SET-UP: 2+1

Mana 9’0’’
The Mana 9’0” is the ideal choice for lighter riders in small 
surf, or heavier riders looking for increased floatation in 
a shorter board. The Mana 9’0” fuses a compact design 
with a wider platform, offering incredible stability and 
easy maneuvering in the surf. The Mana’s exaggerated 
tail rocker combined with its soft rails allows for smooth 
and snappy turns, making surfing effortless for riders of 
any ability.

CONSTRUCTION: Sandwich Wood
FIN-SETUP: 2+1



9’5”
31” x 43/4”

190L

9’5” AST
31” x 43/4”

190L

9’0”
295/8” x 4”

140L
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Flatwater touring and racing

Glide Series

34

Glide 17’0”
The Glide 17’0” is a pure distance 
race board with one target in mind…
WINNING! It is Dave Kalama’s 
board of choice for racing. Experi-
ence amazing glide in flatwater and 
lightning speed in the biggest open 
ocean swells. It features a rudder 
system that allows adjustment be-
tween goofy and regular foot riders.

CONSTRUCTION: Carbon
FIN SET-UP: Steering System

Glide 14’0’’ +
Glide 14’0’’ AST
The Glide 14’0’’ is designed as a 
shorter version of the 17’0’’ without 
the rudder system. It features a 
wider tail release for easier glide. 
In flatwater or the open ocean, this 
board combines the speed of an 
unlimited class board, with the ease 
of a fixed fin design. The Glide 14’0” 
is uncomplicated and accessible for 
cruising or racing alike. 

CONSTRUCTION: Carbon or AST
FIN SET-UP: Single

Glide 14’0’’ Javelin +
Glide 14’0’’ Javelin AST
The Glide 14’0” Javelin is designed 
for maximum speed in flatwater. It 
incorporates a low rocker displace-
ment bow shape with soft-rounded 
rails to produce the most efficient 
ratio of paddle power to board 
glide.

Unlike the Glide 14’0”, which is pri-
marily designed for open-ocean 
paddling where speed can be gen-
erated by gliding on swells, the 
Glide 14’0” Javelin is focused on 
flatwater speed.

The Javelin’s slender displace-
ment hull shape, coupled with its 

With the Naish Glide, you’ll never look at flatwater the same way again. For everything from recreational 
paddling and fitness training to competitive racing, the Glide range sets a new standard in SUP.



17’0”
263/4” x 53/4”

321L

14’0”
271/4” x 53/4”

269L

14’0” AST
271/4” x 53/4”

269L

14’0” Javelin
261/8” x 61/4”

284L

14’0” Javelin AST
261/8” x 61/4”

284L

12’6” Catalina
275/8” x 63/4”

231L

12’0” AST
293/4” x 51/2”

218L
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Glide 12’0” AST
The Glide 12’0” utilizes design 
principles from the Glide 17’0” and 
14’0”. The shorter length makes it 
easy to maneuver, creating a great 
cruising board. The flat rocker 
makes it glide without effort, and 
its added width provides amazing 
stability. It’s the perfect choice for 
flatwater adventures, cruising with 
friends, and recreational racing.

CONSTRUCTION: AST
FIN SET-UP: Single

Glide  12’6’’ Catalina
With surf-style racing events like 
the “Battle of the Paddle” gaining 
popularity, we developed a flatwater 
stand-up paddle board to fit the 
12’6’’ class. The board implements 
elements of the successful Glide 
14’0’’ Javelin, targeting maximum 
glide at minimum effort. The lower 
rocker profile, round rails and 
recessed deck achieve the highest 
efficiency in smooth water. Its 
concave deck section with the 
water release feature, adds stability 
due to the lower center of gravity, 
and lets the incoming water flow 
out naturally through the integrated 
side pipes.

CONSTRUCTION: Carbon
FIN SET-UP: Single

soft rails, create an extremely ef-
ficient water line.  At 26-1/8” wide, 
it is still stable enough for average 
paddlers, yet provides the sleek 
streamlined properties that make 
it a race winner for the advanced 
paddler.

The Javelin slices through chop 
and provides outstanding accel-
eration and speed with minimal ef-
fort. It is the perfect board for long 
distance flatwater cruising, fitness 
training and racing.

CONSTRUCTION: Carbon or AST
FIN SET-UP: Single



EPS CoreGlass

Glass

Wood Reinforcement
in Stance Area

Glass

Glass

Glass

Glass

EPS Core

Carbon
Wood Reinforcement
in Stance AreaGlass

Carbon - Glide

AST - Glide, Nalu, Mana

Top PU

Glass

EPS Core

Slick
Bottom

Foam Deck
& Bottom

Glass Wood Reinforcement
in Stance Area

Rail
Protection

Soft Top - Mana

Sandwich Wood - Hokua, Nalu, Mana

Glass

Glass

Wood

Sandwich 
Wood

Glass

EPS Core

Stand-up Board
Technology
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The “Ledge” Carry HandleM8 Universal Box

EVA Traction

Eco Boardbags

Fin Systems
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• Recessed ergonomic carry handle
• Effortless transport to and from the water
• Patent pending design

• Integrated universal attachment  
   point with stainless steel threads  
   for windsurfing sail attachment
• Featured on Nalu 11’6”, 11’4” and   
   10’6” sandwich wood boards

• Single piece EVA pad already applied
• Diamond grooving
• Tail kick pad on selected models

• Included with any Naish SUP
   (excluding AST and SoftTop)
• Reduce packaging by 85%

• All Naish side fin and quad setups fit any FCS fin
• US box center fin configuration 



RDS -7” Blade RDS - 8” Blade SDS - 9.5” Blade SDS - 9.5”
Swallow Blade

Blades

7” 8”

9.5” 9.5”

Paddles
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The 7” (18cm) blade creates 
a manageable performance-
oriented paddle due to the 
smaller blade size. This 
paddle is ideal for lighter 
paddlers under 150lbs or 
for anybody who wants to 
achieve a high frequency 
stroke rate. 

The 8” (20cm) blade creates 
a manageable performance-
oriented paddle for medium 
to light riders in all-around 
conditions. Power is not 
sacrificed when this paddle 
is matched with a person of 
medium body size or a faster 
stroke rate.

The 9.5” (24cm) blade is 
the premium choice for 
larger, stronger riders 
who want to get the most 
power from every stroke. 

The 9.5” (24.13cm) blade 
maximizes power, and 
the unique swallowtail 
cutout combines maxi-
mum blade size with a 
faster stroke release.



Bamboo
Wood
Veneer

Glass

Foam Core

Carbon
Reinforcement
Strip

Top Coat

Biax Glass

Glass

Foam Core

Carbon
Reinforcement
Strip

Glass

Carbon or
Carbon/Kevlar

Foam Core

Carbon and
Carbon/Kevlar

Wood Carbon

Paddle Shaping

Shaft Constructions

Shaft Diameter

29mm

26mm

Tahitian Style T-Handle

Carbon/Glass

Construction & Features
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•  CAD generated blades

• 3K carbon pre-preg shaft: maximum stiffness
   and reflex, lightweight
• Carbon/Kevlar shaft: highest impact durability
• Filament-wound carbon shaft: softer reflex for
   a more forgiving stroke
• Durable T6 alloy 

• Optimized shaft diameters for
   paddlers of any size

• CAD generated shape
• Ultra-lightweight hollow
   molded construction
• Traction grip



Carbon/Glass Paddles
RDS (7”), (8”) & SDS (9.5”) Swallow

Adjustable Alloy Paddle
Universal Blade (8.5”)

Paddles
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• Carbon/glass blade
• Filament-wound carbon shaft
• Tahitian style T-handle

• Durable molded blade
• T6 alloy shaft
• Ergonomic handle
• Adjustable from 67” (170cm) to 82.5” (209.5cm)



Carbon/Wood Paddle
RDS (8”) Blade

Carbon/Kevlar Paddle
SDS (9.5”) Swallow Blade

Carbon Paddles
RDS (8”) & SDS (9.5”)
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• Carbon/wood (bamboo) blade
• Filament-wound carbon shaft
• Tahitian style T-handle
• Padded blade cover

• Carbon/Kevlar shaft and blade
• Tahitian style T-handle
• Padded blade cover

• 100% 3K carbon shaft and blade
• Tahitian style T-handle
• Padded blade cover
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Soft Tech

Soft Tech



Fancy Girls Purse Girls Beach
Tote

Travel Organizer

Designer Backpack
Vol. 25L

NEW Skull Backpack
Vol. 25L

Cruiser Backpack Large
Vol. 42L

Vol. 25L
Cruiser Backpack Small

Travel Bags
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Toiletry Kit NEW Wallet

Airline Roller Bag
Small (Vol. 38L) Large (Vol. 47L)   

Messenger Laptop Bag
Vol. 15L

Super Large Roller Bag
Vol. 120L   

Duffle Bag
70cm
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Stand-up Board Bags

Hokua Boardbag
9’6”

Mana Boardbag
10’0”

Nalu Boardbag
12’6”

Padded Paddle Bag
Adjustable
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• Aluminum foil for heat and sun protection
• Side wall padding
• Suitable for airline transport
• Separate padded paddle pouch
• Integrated mesh fin storage
• Holds 1 stand-up board up to
   9’6”and 30” wide

• Aluminum foil for heat and sun protection
• Side wall padding
• Suitable for airline transport
• Separate padded paddle pouch
• Integrated mesh fin storage
• Holds 1 stand-up board up to
   10’0” and 33” wide

• Aluminum foil for heat and sun protection
• Suitable for airline transport
• Holds 1 stand-up board up to
   12’6” and 37” wide

• Padded travel paddle protection
• Length adjustment system to fit
   paddles up to 220 cm
• External storage pouch



SUP Caddy
Adjustable
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• Hands-free carrying system for one
   stand-up board and paddle
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